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Hello Lauren

Both Graeme Fardon and David Singe spoke to the health professionals within their respective areas to gauge some
idea of how the trial PATS form had been received.

What is provided below is a summary in dot pointform of the comments received, thus ensuring anonymity.

. Likes them, one page, fareasierfor patient

. Indifferent, no realcomplaints but no positives either

. notusedthem

. feedback on the process (rather than the form) which they find most unhelpful.

. Practice Nurse found the new PATS forms confused elderly patients and couldn't see the benefit of the
change.

. indifferentaboutthem.

. the combined form is a much better, there is far less stuffing around forthe patients, i. e. yellow form
here, blue form there.

. the form is better for patients (allin one form). No difference in Dr Contribution to the form but
definitely better

. not aware of a change (locum doctor)

. As long as the patients are organised, not leaving it untilthe last minute, we can cope easily

. We only assist completion of forms for patients who have disability (illiterate etc). All patients are
responsible for completing their own form and presenting it to us. We complete GP section and pass to
GP for perusal and signature.

. Perhaps my only mention would be that patients do not actually know ifthey will receive the PATS
payment until after their return from specialist. I know this should not impact on their visit to a
specialist but the only question I have received is "how do I know if I am getting the payment?" This
occurs because the forms are submitted after their appointment whereas they used to be assessed prior
to their appointment. There are guidelines for eligibility in that the patient must attend the closest
regional service to receive payment. Ifthe service is not available regionalIy then they will receive PATS,
however sometimes there are mitigating circumstances which affect this e. g. the patient has long
standing appointments with same specialist in Perth or elsewhere and they generally do not want to
change (nor should they have to). This of course then becomes their own choice but they stilllike to
submit an application just in case. Having said this, the current system is better for the majority of
patients and the workload has remained the same forthe practice staff and GPS.

I hope the above is of assistance with the Committee's deliberations on the PATS form.

In closing I would like to reiterate the Group's gratitude to the Committee for meeting with is members. The Group
was greatly appreciative forthe opportunity to meet with the Committee to provided further comment around its
submission.
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John Scott (Johnscott@cyoc. wa. edu. au); Bruce Wittber
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Should you have any questions on any of the above please call/email me.

Take care
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Disclaimer by BHW Consulting

This emailis private and confidential. Ifyou are notthe intended recipient, please advise us by return email
immediately, and delete the emailand any attachments withoutusing or disclosing the contentsin anyway.
The views expressed in this email are those of the author, and do notrepresentthose ofBHW Consulting
unlessthis is clearly indicated. You should scan this email and any attachments for viruses. BHW
Consulting accepts no liability for any direct or indirect damage or loss resulting from the use of any
attachments to this email
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